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RUNNING AFTER FREEDOM...
BY LAURA CHAMBERS - U.S.A.

“You’ve lost weight. You look so beautiful” These are
not words that I normally hear from people.
Something has changed, but it isn’t my outward
appearance, it’s my heart. For years, I had lived a
heavy life, one that had been weighed down my
hurts, offenses, and even loss of relationships. As a
result, I was walking with cement boots on my feet
and tremendous anxiety in my heart.
For over a year, a dear friend of mine encouraged
me to go to Fresh Start. It wasn’t until the middle of
the summer of 2020, that I finally gave in and
decided to go. This decision has forever changed the
trajectory of my life and I pray the lives of future
generations in our family.
In Psalm 63:8, David said, “My soul followeth hard
after thee: thy right hand upholdeth me.” While I am
not usually drawn to the KJV, this verse so
completely captures what has happened over the
last year. I have had the privilege of processing six
different hurts, losses, or offenses, with all three
often wrapped up in a particular process.
Once I tasted the freedom from Jesus, I couldn’t stop
running towards Him. There are still things to
process, but that is okay because I desire to live a
lifestyle of short accounts and allow the Lord to
process through issues with me. None of my
processes have been the same and I have seen the
beauty of processing in a group, with friends, oneon-one with leaders and even over the phone. When
you are running after freedom, it doesn’t matter how
the process happens, what matters is that it happens
with the Holy Spirit as your guide.
I find myself sharing Fresh Start almost everywhere
I go. I long to see others walk in freedom.
It’s never too late for a Fresh Start!

SAVE THE DATE!
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CELEBRATION BANQUET
APRIL 9, 2022

Celebration...
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and Anticipation!
FRESHSTARTBANQUET.ORG

LIVING OUR LEGACY

TIMELESS TRUTH AND INSPIRATION FROM OUR FOUNDER, PASTOR STEVE PETERSON

"MORE THAN ONE THING CAN BE TRUE AT THE SAME TIME!"
My husband Steven had many sayings, the above being one of them. What does this mean?
The following is an example. I was in a meeting with our team, and someone asked me a
question. I responded with a tone of impatience. When I realized I had hurt this team member, I
was deeply convicted and grieved. God was dealing with me. I realized I had a choice to humble
myself and ask for forgiveness, or just "move on" like nothing had happened. Conviction can
lead to a choice of humility and obedience to God, being willing to be wrong. I had an
opportunity to make this right. I asked my teammate to forgive me for the hurt I had caused her.
Thank You, Lord, for providing Your pathway to freedom. I am grateful to God that HE was at
work in me in spite of my failure. Therefore, something that initially brought grief and regret in my
life also brought gratitude and freedom.
"More Than One Thing Can Be True at the Same Time!"
Philippians 1:6
-Mindy Peterson

THE FRESH START PROCESS...
IN GREEK!
Processing the Issues of Your Heart has been
translated once again - and is now available in Greek!

FSFAN.ORG/RESOURCES

FRESH START GREECE

DONATE:

October 31-November 12, 2021

Help us spread the
message of forgiveness to
all nations!

OUR MISSION:

GIVE ONLINE:
www.freshstartforallnations.org/donate

To partner with CosmoVision to bring the
message of Forgiven, Forgiving, Free to
leaders and refugees from Serbia,Turkey,
Syria, and Iraq.

855-YOU-4GIVE (855-968-4448)

OUR STRATEGY:

Fresh Start For All Nations
P.O. Box 540373
Omaha, NE 68154 - USA

To follow up with CosmoVision leadership
on their prior Fresh Start experience and
to share Fresh Start with refugee’s fleeing
persecution from their home countries.

PHONE:
MAIL CHECKS TO:

Fresh Start For All Nations is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
ministry. Your financial donations for the “fresh start for
every heart” mission are greatly appreciated!

